Ocean freight: software as a driving
force
Streamline every shipment from terminal to terminal and from door to door.

As a freight forwarder, you know better than anyone else that different requirements are
set for each shipment. And despite the fact that domestic and foreign procedures are
universal, getting goods across the border smoothly and without having to pay too many
import duties, often turns out to be a challenge. Are you wasting time on registering the
required data? Do your customers demand to be kept up-to-date continuously on which
cargo arrives, in which containers and possible delays? Are you missing the overview of
your costs and revenues?
You might think that your competitors’ software solutions are out of your reach. But modern technology
does not have to be expensive. Your company too can have the latest technological possibilities and
innovations – without the accompanying costs. This allows you to anticipate on market demands more
quickly and to strengthen your competitive position.

Stay in control with a powerful, user-friendly solution
With Boltrics’ ocean freight forwarding software, you can manage the entire ocean freight route. from
terminal to terminal and from door to door. Enter data only once and the system makes sure that work
processes run smoothly and fast. Saving you time and providing you better insight. Once you have entered
the data, you have direct access to the required documents.
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Streamline your processes with Boltrics’ software
Import

Customs

Documents

Manage all types of shipments, make
transportation reservations to the
recipient directly from the software
and easily generate a confirmation of
delivery (arrival notice), CMR, Transit
declarations and import documents.

Declare automatically, also
automatically generate the required
documents and always keep track of
the customs process.

For the import and export of goods,
specific documents are required to
get the goods across the border.
Enter data only once with our
software.

Export
Register all relevant data for an FCL
or LCL export booking. Also, create a
booking confirmation, transport
order, Customs Export Document and
invoice directly from the file.

Rates
Record complex tariff agreements in
the system, so you always have
insight into the costs and revenues.

• VWA, NCTS, customs document
per container and per file
• One or more containers per
declaration
• Release Bill of Lading notification
• DIN/DEN arrangement through
Portbase
Finance
Get insight into the payment
behavior of your clients by using an
interface with your financial system,
and integrate this information into
your logistics process.
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Bill of Lading
Retrieval- / delivery documents
Invoices
Customs declarations and ATR
Shipment- and EUR.1 certificates
Value statement
CMRs, transport orders and
confirmations

Cross-docking & scanning
Instantly convert incoming goods
into outgoing goods and
immediately place them at the right
cross-dock location.

“Nowadays, many logistics service providers still do not always share
sufficient information. This is an important reason for the growing
demand for information among shippers. You do not want to serve them
a black box. If something goes wrong, you need to react instantly. A
proactive attitude is desirable, including data sharing. ”
Brennus van der Klaauw, Managing Director at VCK Logistics

Freight Forwarding: handling all the way
Boltrics’ Forwarding software is a complete software solution for handling air freight, ocean freight,
warehousing, road transport and customs activities. You settle the purchase and sales of transport services
administratively, all from one integrated system. From planning to invoicing, from a single transport order to
complete groupage assignments. As a result, you always have insight into your performance.

Our solution

Boltrics

Knowing that logistics service providers independently try to reinvent the
wheel, inspired Boltrics to develop a branch standard. One solution that the
entire branch puts its weight behind. A proven standard, always state-of-theart solution – thanks to the development power of Microsoft Dynamics 365
Business Central, lean and decisively implemented by Boltrics, exactly
according to plan. Without time-consuming customization.
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